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OntologiesOntologies and and FolksonomiesFolksonomies: : 
False FriendsFalse Friends

Chris WeltyChris Welty
IBM ResearchIBM Research

False FriendsFalse Friends
Words that appear on the surface to be the Words that appear on the surface to be the 
same but are differentsame but are different
RedRed

Spanish: networkSpanish: network
English: English: colorcolor

Embarrass/Embarrass/EmbarazarEmbarazar
Spanish: To impregnateSpanish: To impregnate
English: To make someone feel stupidEnglish: To make someone feel stupid
Pen sloganPen slogan
"It won't leak in your pocket and embarrass you" "It won't leak in your pocket and embarrass you" 
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OutlineOutline

Brief history of classificationBrief history of classification
Brief history of ontologyBrief history of ontology
Briefer history of Briefer history of folksonomiesfolksonomies
Clearing up some confusionsClearing up some confusions
From False Friends to FriendshipFrom False Friends to Friendship

Classification Classification –– Part IPart I
Dates back to Aristotle (Categories Dates back to Aristotle (Categories –– 350 BC)350 BC)

All western science proceeds from this effortAll western science proceeds from this effort
SubjectSubject Classification roughly 400 years oldClassification roughly 400 years old
Used in libraries to organize booksUsed in libraries to organize books

For For librarianslibrarians to place/find books (not users)to place/find books (not users)
Special training required (youSpecial training required (you’’re meant to ask)re meant to ask)
Still today: Still today: primaryprimary subject heading for placement of physical subject heading for placement of physical 
objectsobjects
Still today: mostly linear organizationStill today: mostly linear organization

US system (LOC) US system (LOC) 
Similar to Dewey DecimalSimilar to Dewey Decimal
based on Thomas Jeffersonbased on Thomas Jefferson’’s personal library organizations personal library organization
Based on Based on Didier&DDidier&D’’AlembertAlembert EncyclopediaEncyclopedia
Based on BaconBased on Bacon’’s Tree of Knowledges Tree of Knowledge
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Classification Classification –– Part IIPart II

Subject classification makes intuitive senseSubject classification makes intuitive sense
But classifications are in the eye of the beholderBut classifications are in the eye of the beholder
20 people, 20 hierarchies, hundreds of classifications 20 people, 20 hierarchies, hundreds of classifications 
per itemper item
LibrarianLibrarian--based approaches donbased approaches don’’t scalet scale

COLON systemCOLON system
Single set of keywords (facets)Single set of keywords (facets)
Any combination legalAny combination legal
The conceptual origin of existing The conceptual origin of existing folksonomyfolksonomy systemssystems

OntologyOntology
Dates back to Aristotle (Categories)Dates back to Aristotle (Categories)

Metaphysics (after physics) Metaphysics (after physics) 
OntologiaOntologia (study of being) >400 years old(study of being) >400 years old

Generally taken to refer to the study of Generally taken to refer to the study of ““What What 
kinds of things exist and how they are relatedkinds of things exist and how they are related””
FormalFormal Ontology Ontology 

Remove human perception (objective)Remove human perception (objective)
A Basic Formal OntologyA Basic Formal Ontology

Events, ObjectsEvents, Objects
Objects Objects participateparticipate in Eventsin Events
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NeoNeo--OntologyOntology

Drawn into AI in early 80s [McCarthy, 1980]Drawn into AI in early 80s [McCarthy, 1980]
A specification of a conceptualization [Gruber, A specification of a conceptualization [Gruber, 
1993]1993]
Any logical theory [Walter, 2005]Any logical theory [Walter, 2005]
Anything expressed in OWL [W3C, 2003]Anything expressed in OWL [W3C, 2003]
A A descriptiondescription of the dataof the data

A database schemaA database schema
An object modelAn object model
A UML diagramA UML diagram

NeoNeo--neo Ontologyneo Ontology

Anything to do with reasoning? Anything to do with reasoning? 
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FolksonomiesFolksonomies
The result of a social tagging processThe result of a social tagging process

From scale & data structure emergesFrom scale & data structure emerges
Built by communitiesBuilt by communities

Decentralize the classification problemDecentralize the classification problem
Requires some Requires some ““trainingtraining””

But clearly more focusedBut clearly more focused
Individuals have more controlIndividuals have more control
No No ““one rightone right”” wayway

Unproven, but popularUnproven, but popular
Some want to call them Some want to call them ontologiesontologies

Why?Why?

A Common MisconceptionA Common Misconception

Not all partial orders are subclassNot all partial orders are subclass

MereologicalMereological relations (part of)relations (part of)
Spatial relations (Spatial relations (containedIncontainedIn, connected), connected)
Temporal ordering (before, after)Temporal ordering (before, after)
etcetc……
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Ontology DefinedOntology Defined

A specification of a conceptualization [Gruber, A specification of a conceptualization [Gruber, 
1993]1993]
Any logical theory [Walter, 2005]Any logical theory [Walter, 2005]
Anything expressed in OWL [W3C, 2003]Anything expressed in OWL [W3C, 2003]
A A descriptiondescription of the dataof the data
Objective description of the kinds of entities Objective description of the kinds of entities 
there are and how they are related. Good there are and how they are related. Good 
OntologiesOntologies provide:provide:

– Meaning
– Organization 
– Taxonomy

– Agreement*

– Common Understanding
– Vocabulary
– Connection to the “real world”

Classification and OntologyClassification and Ontology

All All ontologiesontologies include some form of include some form of 
classificationclassification
Not all classifications are Not all classifications are ontologiesontologies

OntologiesOntologies are an are an objectiveobjective description of description of 
the kinds of entities there are and how the kinds of entities there are and how 
they are relatedthey are related
Classifications organize/group things Classifications organize/group things 
according to according to subjectivesubjective criteriacriteria
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A (Formal) OntologyA (Formal) Ontology

UniversalUniversal
RelationRelation

ParticularParticular
SubstanceSubstance
QuantityQuantity
QualityQuality
LocationLocation
TimeTime
ActionAction

Subject TaxonomySubject Taxonomy

ScienceScience
History of ScienceHistory of Science
PhysicsPhysics

HistoryHistory
Military HistoryMilitary History
Italian HistoryItalian History

Italian Military HistoryItalian Military History

ArtArt
PoliticsPolitics

UniversalUniversal
RelationRelation

ParticularParticular
SubstanceSubstance
QuantityQuantity
QualityQuality
LocationLocation
TimeTime
ActionAction

Entity-ness About-ness
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OntologyOntology

OntologiesOntologies describe entities in the worlddescribe entities in the world
They do NOT describe classesThey do NOT describe classes

Taxonomies in an ontology are typically Taxonomies in an ontology are typically 
strict trees, with strict trees, with disjointnessdisjointness
Classes in Classes in ontologiesontologies tend to be tend to be rigidrigid

Compare being a person to being a scientistCompare being a person to being a scientist

Membership is not subjectiveMembership is not subjective
Identity is crucialIdentity is crucial

Useful distinctionUseful distinction

OntologiesOntologies describe the describe the invariant structureinvariant structure
of a domainof a domain

What are the What are the fundamentialfundamential types of things in types of things in 
the domain?the domain?

IMDB: web pages, movies, peopleIMDB: web pages, movies, people
Not: action, drama, horror, science fictionNot: action, drama, horror, science fiction

So what is the ontology of subjects?So what is the ontology of subjects?
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SubjectsSubjects

Subjects are sometimes hierarchicalSubjects are sometimes hierarchical
More commonly More commonly facetedfaceted
Subjects are personalSubjects are personal
Not just for booksNot just for books
Particulars can be subjectsParticulars can be subjects
Subjects can be related in many waysSubjects can be related in many ways
General topicsGeneral topics

Subjects and TopicsSubjects and Topics

……Aristotle againAristotle again
TopicTopic

A place to go for informationA place to go for information
Common and SpecialCommon and Special

Subject Subject 
““To throw underTo throw under”” (Fr.)(Fr.)
A thing that is under, at a topicA thing that is under, at a topic

Both words (in English) have a spatial Both words (in English) have a spatial 
connotationconnotation
Are subjects spatial?Are subjects spatial?
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QualitiesQualities

Qualities are dependent entitiesQualities are dependent entities
E.g. E.g. ““The height of ChrisThe height of Chris””

Subjects can be seen as qualitiesSubjects can be seen as qualities
E.g. the subject of this bookE.g. the subject of this book
But what is the But what is the ““valuevalue””??

Chris Chris’
height

Person Quality

187cm

book1 book1’s
subject

Book Subject

???

Quality SpacesQuality Spaces

Chris Chris’
height

Person Quality

187cm

QSpace

Linear Measure Space

height
location

partOf
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Subject Spaces?Subject Spaces?

Book1

Book

Quality QSpace

Subject Space

subject
location

partOf

Subject

What is this?

Subject SpacesSubject Spaces

A subject space is a A subject space is a multidimesionalmultidimesional space space 
whose axes are words (tags)whose axes are words (tags)
Points in the space are bag of words vectors Points in the space are bag of words vectors 
Certain axes (tags) may be highly correlated Certain axes (tags) may be highly correlated 
indicating containment, overlap, nearnessindicating containment, overlap, nearness
Regions of the space represent general topicsRegions of the space represent general topics
Provides a flexible, dynamic open way to assign Provides a flexible, dynamic open way to assign 
and retrieve subjectsand retrieve subjects
This is the This is the folksonomyfolksonomy
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Subject OntologySubject Ontology
Subjects are spatialSubjects are spatial

““Subjects are places themselvesSubjects are places themselves…”…” (Dewey)(Dewey)
Books, documents, etc. are Books, documents, etc. are placedplaced therethere
The relationships are The relationships are mereotopologicalmereotopological, not , not 
taxonomictaxonomic

Contains, overlaps, borders, near, farContains, overlaps, borders, near, far
Forcing a taxonomy actually limits the value of Forcing a taxonomy actually limits the value of ff--omyomy

The space of subjects is nThe space of subjects is n--dimensionaldimensional
Can be assigned with tagsCan be assigned with tags
The The spacespace is not an ontology, it is a topologyis not an ontology, it is a topology
This is the This is the folksonomyfolksonomy -- topological not ontologicaltopological not ontological


